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is being produced at about 2 AM, hopefully for distribution Sunday morn
ing. (I'll be too busy in the morning doing Helmuth, and there are some 
things that shouldn't wait any longer.)

MESSAGE FROM SUE HAMMOND — I'm really doing fairly well from the 
great car accident, but PLEASE don't touch my left shoulder.' (i.e., no 
hugs) Thanks - Sue

Chairman Rick is holding a DINNER FOR THE COMMITTEE, GoH, and Guest 
Artist at Durgin Park, Sunday at 1800 (that's 6 PM). There is a signup 
sheet in Ops for those who want to go. This will not be first come. Peo
ple will pay for themselves, and you will most likely be at a table with 
one of the Guests. Final signup is 3 PM; sign up in Ops. The list of 
people will be posted by 4:30 PM in Ops. There will also be an expedition 
on Monday: details later.

FROM OPERATIONS — You've all got office supplies. A lot of them 
are non-perishable: e.g., clipboards, pads of paper with paper still on 
them, pens that still write, staplers that work. Bring them back'

FROM INFORMATION — You know it's Saturday night at Boskone when you 
call People Mover and they answer "Logistics".

REGISTRATION — The final figure reported when they shut down at 8 
PM was 2672. (I presume that's actual attendance, with a total registra
tion somewhere around 2800; more details in Helmuth, I hope.)

More THRILLING OPERATIONS STORIES — I'm still not caught up, but I 
did manage to read a sizable chunk of the log. (Entries are in some cases 
edited for clarity or discretion.) _
1428 Friday - Info needs film schedule. /The schedule was in fact deliv
ered to the Mimeo Room at 1550, 10 minutes before films were supposed to 
start, with a bunch of corrections to be made, and on 5 separate sheets, 
to be cut and pasted to just barely fit on two sides. WhoopeeJ_/ 
2030 Friday - Freff's typewriter picked up from Logistics. The typewriter 
is marked "Mr. Freff." 
2048 Friday - Laurie Mann wants a body. (We all laughed.) 
2256 Friday - Imperial is supposed to be set up theater style by 0030. Con 
Services say they don't know anything about it and have no staff. — 2313 
Friday - There are 30-40 chairs in Imperial; the rest will sit on the floor. 
0022 Saturday - A dead Peter Neilson is being taken on a stretcher through 
the halls. Watch for rumors.
0301 Saturday - 2 pizza pies delivered to Stanbro, no one there to accept. 
0325 Saturday - John found, in the elevator, a chair that answers to the 
name of "Montague". He's taking it to the film roomo 
0830 Saturday - Mike D. wants "the doors" open. Message non-specific.
0858 Saturday - Alexis reports rumor of someone setting up display of skin
like objects in lobby.
G901 Saturday - Hotel sign problems: 1. Info listed as opening at 0700. ... 
0919 Saturday - Red ribbon found on floor under radio table, by Ben Y. Pro
bably Brons' Manager's ribbon. — 1519 Saturday - Brons lost another red 
Manager's ribbon. He claims his child rubs them off when picked up. Told 
not to pick up his children.


